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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a method for phone�dependent
weighting within phonotactic models in automatic lan�
guage identi�cation� Based on statistical analysis of the
phonetic�recognizer behaviour� a phone con�dence mea�
sure is derived and used to weight the bigram probabi�
lities during testing� The con�dence corresponds to the
expected decoding stability of individual phones� The
proposed method was shown to improve the system per�
formance consistently on a three�language task� The
best improvement of the error rate was from ���� to
���� for the �	�second utterances�

� INTRODUCTION

Automatic language identi�cation 
ALI� is a task of re�
cognizing the language from an unknown spoken test
sentence� Besides other solutions to this problem ��
there is an e�cient way to describe a language in a dis�
criminative way � by means of statistical modeling of
phonetic chains 
phonotactics�� Several contributions
were published dealing with the use of phone bigrams�
i�e� the �rst�order statistics� to exploit statistical con�
straints of languages� Zissman and Singer �� used a
single English phone recognizer to transcribe the speech
to phone sequences and proved that the modeling of
phonotactic constraints in terms of the phone set of one
language is feasible for identi�cation of all languages�
Yan and Barnard �� employed six combined language�
dependent phone recognizers to better represent the
wide phone repertoire�
Due to the fact that the language is unknown a�priori�

no grammatical decoding is possible during speech re�
cognition� which results in poor accuracy of the phone
recognizer� Although� by combining phonotactic mo�
dels with other approaches� e�g� the prosody modeling�
a reasonable system performance can be obtained� the
phone transcription accuracy still remains crucial�
In this contribution� an improvement of the phono�

tactic�based approach to ALI will be presented based
on statistical analysis of the transcription behaviour of
the recognizer� From this analysis a set of phone con��
dence parameters can be derived and employed within

the bigrammodels to weight the test phone sequence ac�
cording to its expected con�dence� Because the bigram
models are estimated using the decoded sequences� it is
not important to exploit the actual phone errors but to
describe the transcription stability� i�e� the disambiguity
of errors made by the recognizer with respect to a given
phone�
The paper is organized as follows� In section � a cha�

racteristic parameter set is de�ned and a measure for
the phone con�dence� as well as the weighting is pro�
posed� Section � brie�y describes the data used for the
experiments whose results are presented in Section ��
Finally� in section 	� some restrictions of the proposed
method are stated�

� PHONE RECOGNIZER ANALYSIS

In order to measure phone accuracy of a recognizer�
usually both the original and the decoded sequences are
dynamically aligned� and the number of substitutions�
deletions and insertions is registered� In addition� a con�
fusion matrix containing the cross�phone substitutions
is often generated�

��� Error Probabilities

In the following� the recognizer behaviour shall be ana�
lysed more comprehensively� taking all three error types
into account� For this the aligned phone sequences are
analysed statistically by estimating a set of special pa�
rameters� The parameters serve as a basis for the con��
dence measure introduced later in ����
An example of two aligned sequences could look as

follows�

Original� a � a � b � � � a � c � a � a ���

Decoded � a � � � b � b � a � c � b � a ���

�����������������������������

Symbolic� a � Da� b � Ib� a � c � Sb� a ���

where Dx� Ix and Sx denote deletion� insertion and
substitution of the symbol 
phone� x�
The probability of an input�phone 
original label� i

being transcribed to a given output�phone j can be esti�
mated as PrS
ijj� � Nij�Nj � where Nij is the num�
ber of occurrences of phone i substituted by j and Nj



is the total number of j observations on output 
deco�
ded sequence�� The substitution probabilities� form a

substitution matrix S �� fPrS
ijj� gi�j whose diagonal
elements stand for the correct transcriptions and the
out�of�diagonal elements describe the erroneous substi�
tutions�
Regarding deletion errors with respect to an observed

output�phone� let a deletion probability be de�ned as
follows�

PrD 
ij j� � Pr 
�Phone i deleted previously�j

�Phone j on output�� �

PrD 
ij j� accounts for the deletion frequency of i when
appearing prior to j� thus considering the left 
�rst�
order� deletion context of j� Note that this probability
is conditioned by the occurrence of a deletion� i�e� thatP

i PrD
ijj� � ��
The insertion probability is formulated similarly�

PrI 
ij j� � Pr 
�Phone i inserted previously�j

�Phone j on output�� �

As with substitutions� both the deletion and inser�
tion probabilities form the D�matrix and I�matrix re�
spectively and all three matrices are stochastic� i�e�
their column elements add up to � 
i�lines� j�columns��
These matrices are characteristic for the recognizer

R � 
S�D� I� and contain the �conclusion� probabilities
for error events within an output 
decoded� sequence�

��� Index of Coincidence

The issue is to determine the �con�dence� of a phone
observed on output� By con�dence� the stability of the
recognizer is meant with respect to a given phone� The
parameter set R will be used as a starting�point for com�
puting this con�dence� It has to be noted that for the
pursued measure the actual transcription errors are of
no interest� only the error stability 
or disambiguity�� A
constantly occuring substitution� e�g� �t�� �d�� will be
exploited by the bigrams during training and will have
no longer an e�ect in the test�
As the measure for con�dence the Index of Coinci�

dence 
IC� was applied� de�ned as sum over the squa�
red distribution

P
i p

�

i � The IC can be interpreted as a
measure for the roughness of a distribution ��� Based
on the conclusion matrices the IC for an observed phone
j is computed as follows

ICF 
j� �
X

i

PrF 
i jj�
� � F � fS�D� Ig

The value of the IC is maximumwhen the conclusion
distribution is unique 
i�e� the transcription is �stable�

�Later on in this paper� substitutions are understood as a

general phone�to�phone transform� i�e� inclusive of the correct

transcriptions�

with respect to the event S� D or I� and minimumwhen
the event is distributed to all phones uniformly� For ex�
ample� a unique insertion of �eh� constantly appearing
prior to �r� would lead to ICI
�r�� � �� i�e� the phone
�r� is maximum stable with respect to insertions�

��� IC�Weighted Identi�cation

The proposed IC measure may be applied directly to
weight the phonotactic models� Phones whose tran�
scription is unstable� i�e� who substitute many di�erent
input phones and�or are preceded by ambiguous inser�
tions and deletions� shall be suppressed within the score
and vice versa� In order to take all three error types into
account the individual IC are combined to get a general
IC as follows

IC
j� � ICS
j� Pr
S� � ICD
j� Pr
D� � ICI
j� Pr
I�

��

whereby Pr
F � is the occurrence probability of the event
F and Pr
S� � Pr
D� � Pr
I� � ��
The value of IC
j� expresses the stability of substitu�

tions leading to j as well as of deletions and insertions
preceding the observation j�
For the ALI usually an interpolated bigram log�score

of a test sequence a�� � � � � aT for each of the languages
is calculated ���

L �
�

T

X

t

logBi
at��� at� 
��

where Bi
at��� at� denotes the interpolated bigram pro�
bability�
The con�dence�weighted score is proposed as

L� �
�

T

X

t

IC
at� � logBi
at��� at� � 
��

Herein the in�uence of individual phones corresponds to
their expected decoding con�dence�

� DATABASE AND PHONE RECOGNIZER

Three languages out of the Oregon Graduate Institute
Telephone Speech Corpus �	 were used to evaluate the
modi�ed phonotactic models� For this� the �story�
before�the�tone� 
story�bt� utterances 
�	 seconds long�
were taken in two similar languages 
English� German�
and one more di�erent language 
Tamil�� Further ex�
tension to the six�language�task as well as the nine�
language�task is planned connected with the future use
of a multi�language phone recognizer 
see discussion 	��
The speech parameters energy� mel�weighted cepstral

and delta cepstral features were computed and the cep�
stral mean substraction was carried out� The commer�
cial HMM software package HTK ��� was used to imple�
ment a single English phone recognizer� �� monophone
HMMs consisting of three emitting states and conven�
tional parameter con�guration were trained on English�
labeled data which did not overlap the English ALI set�
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Figure �� ALI error rates for the three�language�task

The recognizer performed with ����� phone accuracy
on English test data� which is comparable to other pub�
lished results ���
To train the phonotactic bigram models 	� story�bt�

sentences decoded by the English recognizer in each lan�
guage were available� The ALI system performance was
evaluated with another �� story�bt�sentences per lan�
guage� additionally cut into shorter sequences in order
to investigate the trade�o� between performance and ut�
terance length�

� EXPERIMENTS

The recognizer parameters 
S�D� I� were estimated ana�
lysing the aligned original and decoded sentences of the
English test data 
non�overlapping the ALI set�� Then
the general IC for each phone were computed� whereby
the relative frequences of the individual event types were
����� ���	 and ���� for substitutions� deletions and in�
sertions respectively�
Additionally� a modi�ed �Cubic�IC� was proposed for

the tests� This IC computes the sum over the cubic dis�
tribution instead of the squared one� thus strengthening
the element coincidence�

ICF 
j� �
X

i

PrF 
i jj�
� � F � fS�D� Ig �

The ALI performance was evaluated on test utteran�
ces with varying length ranging from � to �	 seconds�
The results for the standard interpolated bigram score

�� and both the quadratic and the cubic IC�weighted
scores 
�� are shown in Fig� ��
It can be seen that the IC�weighting consistently im�

proves the system performance and that the gain in�
creases as the test utterance becomes longer� This can
be explained by a higher score robustness when longer
sequences are processed so that the con�dence weighting
is more e�ective�

Error Rate
Standard IC
S� IC
S�D� IC
S�D�I�
����� ����� ����� �����

Table �� ERR on ���second utterances when including
separate events

For longer utterances 
roughly over �� seconds� the
cubic IC seems to be better suitable than the quadratic
IC whereas for shorter tests the cubic IC lacks score ro�
bustness and performs slightly worse than the quadratic
one� The best improvement was reached for �	�second
utterances where the identi�cation error rate decreased
from ���� to �����
Table � shows the particular error rates for special


quadratic� IC�combinations measured on ���second ut�
terances� Including only substitutions in the IC� in 
���
the error rate improves from ����� to ������ By adding
the ICD an improvement to ����� could be achieved
whereas the addition of ICI did not further decrease the
error rate� This may be explained by the low occurrence
frequency of insertions Pr
I� � ������ With longer ut�
terances 
over �� seconds� all combinations performed
identically� In that case� the substitutions alone were
su�cient to exploit the gain potential of the weighting
technique�

� CONCLUSION

This paper presented a weighting method for phonotac�
tic language modeling which� based on statistical phone
recognizer analysis� modi�es the bigram language score
according to the transcription stability 
con�dence� of
individual phones� There are some theoretical and prac�
tical limitations for the parameters derived in this paper�

� only �rst�order transcription context was conside�
red� i�e� the substitutions depended on one input
phone and one deletion or insertion preceding the
output phone� In reality this context might be
higher� However� a higher�order error analysis
meets with the problem of insu�cient robustness�

� all parameters are based on English phone vocabu�
lary� Although it was shown this can be used for
several languages a more precise acquisition may be
expected by introducing a wider vocabulary cover�
ing phones of all the languages�

The proposed method does not increase compu�
tational costs essentially� Once the transcription ana�
lysis is completed all weights can be precomputed and
saved for the classi�cation�
Further investigations are planned including a multi�

lingual phone recognizer to cover the phone repertoire of
several languages� Future evaluations will be extended
to a six�language task as well as to a nine�language�task
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